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NEW PRODUCT:
Wicked Science II: (26x26 min.) It's game on between the wizards of science once again in the new season of the successful children's drama series.
Rudi and Trudi: (26x11 min.) The dynamic duo travel to amazing places, like underwater cities, crystal landscapes and magic forests.

Quelle: World Screen News,
MIPCOM Edition, Oktober 2005
ZDF's Wicked Science II.

**Space Goofs:** (26x26 min.) Four strange monsters from a distant Galaxy hide in an attic to avoid becoming scientific specimen.

**Shaolin Wuzang:** (26x26 min.) In 17th century China, demon Heihu has escaped prison and only the Shaolin Kids can defeat him.

**The Hitler Family:** (1x43 min. or 1x52 min.) A documentary providing the first comprehensive portrait of Hitler and his family, with newly discovered, unpublished material.

**Michelangelo Superstar:** (1x1 hr.) The film uses flashbacks to move through Michelangelo's past.

**A Case for Two:** (240x1 hr.) Private detective Josef Matula and lawyer Dr. Lessing track down criminals in the city of Frankfurt.

**Cologne P.D.:** (53x43 min.) In the district around Cologne Cathedral, a pulsating media metropolis has grown.

**The Investigator:** (42x1 hr.) Stories of murder cases that get under the skin, and the methods used to solve them.

**Dragon II:** (26x10 min.) Based on the delightful *Dragon Tales* books by award-winning author Dav Pilkey.